Interactive Mystery Program Kits & Contents

Anyone’s Guess Mystery Kits are designed as interactive programs for students in grades 3-5 or grades 6+. The kits allow for players to learn about the suspects, review the evidence, and then individually solve the mystery.

Each kit is available for loan to member libraries for a period of 3 weeks. Bookings are filled on a “first come/first serve” basis.

Use and Care
The pieces in the kits must be handled with care. Each original document must be photocopied for use during the program. For this reason, you are asked to NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO PLAY WITH THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS FROM THE KITS, unless such activity is called for in the kit.
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ANYONE’S GUESS JR.
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 3 through 5)

MY GRANDMA’S GONNA KILL ME!
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner
16 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Evidence Envelope
11 sheets
clues (11)

Crime Notebook Envelope
3 sheets
crime notebook (2), solution sheet (1)

PR Materials Envelope
4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, badges, press release

Pencils

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS JR.
   (A boxed mystery kit)
   (Grades 3 through 5)

WHO’S A FRAIDY KAT?
   A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner

   17 pages
   (describes how to plan the mystery)

Evidence Envelope

   12 Sheets
   clues (12)

PR Materials Envelope

   4 sheets
   sample flyer, actual flyer, press release, and badges

Crime Notebook Envelope

   3 sheets
   Crime notebook (2) solution sheet (1)

Pencils

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 6+)

DEATH GETS A RED CARD
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner

16 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Evidence Envelope

17 sheets
announcements (1), clues (16)

Detectives Guide Envelope

6 sheets
guide cover (1), instructions (1), suspects (1), statements to police (2),
solution sheet (1)

PR Materials Envelope

4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 6+)

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ANGELA DAY
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner
16 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Evidence Envelope
Newscaster Announcement (1), clues (15)

Detective’s Guide Envelope
6 sheets
guide cover (1), instructions (1), suspects (1), statements (2), solution sheet (1)

PR Materials Envelope
4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 6+)

HEAVY METAL KIDNAPPING
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner
17 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Props, Tasks, and Clues Envelope
18 sheets
announcements (1), solution (1), props (3), tasks (5), clue intro. (1), clues (3), final answer (1), # source tasks (1), # source clues (1), alphabetical source list (1)

PR Materials Envelope
4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Detective’s Guide Envelope
7 sheets
guide cover (1), instructions (1), tasks (3), clues (2)

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 6+)

A MURDEROUS MELODRAMA
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner
16 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Evidence Envelope
Newscaster Announcement (1), clues (15)

Detective’s Guide Envelope
6 sheets
guide cover (1), instructions (1), suspects (1), statements (2), solution sheet (1)

PR Materials Envelope
4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS
(A boxed mystery kit)
(Grades 6+)

THE PHARAOH’S CURSE
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner

16 pages
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Detective’s Guide Envelope

6 sheets
guide cover (1), instructions (1), suspects (1), statements (2), solution sheet (1)

PR Materials Envelope

4 sheets
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Evidence Envelope

16 sheets
announcements (1), clues (15)

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED
ANYONE’S GUESS  
(A boxed mystery kit)  
(Grades 6+)

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL OVER DEAD  
A Series by Janet Dickey

Box Contents

Mystery Planner

15 pages  
(describes how to plan the mystery)

Detectives Guide Envelope

6 sheets  
guide cover (1), instructions (1), suspects (1), statements (2), solution sheet (1)

Evidence Envelope

14 sheets  
announcements (1), clues (13)

PR Materials Envelope

4 sheets  
sample flyer, actual flyer, tickets, press release

Crime Tape

ALL MATERIALS ARE TO BE COPIED